Position Description:
The Columbia Group (TCG), a technical services support company which has a successful 30+ year history of providing the United States Military with acquisition, logistics management, engineering, design, fabrication, test and evaluation, information technology and financial management support services, is seeking an Marine Engineer Intern

Engineers supporting our Rosenblatt Ship Design Division perform routine naval ship engineering and/or naval architecture work requiring application of standard techniques, procedures, and criteria in carrying out a sequence of related technical tasks. They prepare reports, drawings, and other documentation as required; perform engineering functions associated with research and development, equipment layout, arrangement designs and technical software tools; apply professional engineering standard practices and techniques in specific situations; adjust and correlate data; recognize discrepancies in results; and follow engineering operations through a series of detailed steps or processes. The Marine Engineer Intern will make recommendations to senior engineers based on results. The internship requires the use of prescribed mathematical formulas and models to calculate measures for assemblies, equipment, and systems.

Required Education - Skills and Experience:
- Must have earned or currently be enrolled to obtain a Bachelor’s degree in Marine Engineering, Naval Architecture, Ocean Engineering, or Mechanical Engineering.
- Must be able to obtain an interim DOD security clearance.

Preferred Education - Skills and Experience:
- Degree from an ABET accredited program.
- Previous experience in a related internship or job experience.

Contact: Jim Hilson
Tel: 202-608-8486
jhilson@columbiagroup.com

March 6, 2011